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The traditional cleaning validation approach has been used for over thirty years to define and validate manual and automated cleaning within GMP manufacturing. The life cycle approach includes three stages, (1) process design, (2) performance qualification and (3) continued process verification. The cleaning life cycle approach changes the emphasis from validation to design and monitoring of the cleaning process. Monitoring of the cleaning process and a better understanding of the design process (critical parameters) promotes continuous improvements and real-time scientific based decisions to OOS results and change management. Industry tools such as QbD, risk management and PAT provide the backbone to the life cycle approach.

The easy-to-follow presentation provides a checklist for any organization to successfully migrate from a traditional validation model to the cleaning life cycle approach for new products or processes. The presenter will also cover some hot topics within cleaning validation, such as establishing health based limits, visual inspection, addressing non-routine cleaning residues and stainless steel maintenance.
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